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Survive or Thrive?

Didn’t we just go through a recession and banking 
crisis?

Remember the Great Recession?

• 527 Bank Failures

• Bear Stearns

• TARP

• GM Bankruptcy

• Dodd-Frank

• Consent Orders



Survive or Thrive?

Key questions

• Some banks made it through the Great Recession and some did not - why? 

• And why did some banks not only survive, but actually thrive?



Survive or Thrive?

This four-part webinar series is designed to help our clients 
strategically navigate their way through what has been (and will 
continue to be) an “unprecedented” event for the U.S. economy 
and the banking industry.

Let’s not rely on luck! Let’s rely on good strategy and execution!



STATE OF THE 
ECONOMY



The Current Economy

GDP declined 9.5% during 
the 2nd Quarter, reflecting 
the impact of the shutdown 
of various sectors in the 
economy due to COVID-19 
pandemic health concerns.

http://fred.stlouisfed.org/graph/?g=tASu


The Current Economy

GDP declined by 32.9% or 4 
times greater than the worst 
quarter of the last Great 
Recession. 



The Current Economy

Unemployment skyrockets 
to 15%, but has since 
improved to 10.2%, now 
that the economy has 
partially reopened.

http://fred.stlouisfed.org/graph/?g=tARm


The Current Economy

Due to uncertainty caused by 
high unemployment, and 
concern about the lack of a 
solution for COVID-19, 
Consumer Confidence 
declined significantly.

http://fred.stlouisfed.org/graph/?g=tB0T


The Current Economy

Medical and Food prices rise 
due to demand and scarcity 
concerns. While housing, 
energy, and transportation 
prices fall due to lower 
interest rates, lower demand 
and seasonal issues.

Transportation and and Energy

Food, Housing, and Medical

http://fred.stlouisfed.org/graph/?g=tBNY


So The Negatives Are

• GDP falls 32.9% in the 2nd quarter, which is 4x worse than the worst 
quarter of last recession.

• Unemployment rises to almost 15%, almost 50% higher than the worst 
quarter of the last recession.

• Consumer confidence falls due to higher unemployment and uncertainty 
about a resolution to COVID, as does spending.

• Consumer prices fall in energy and transportation reflecting the broad-
based slowdown and rise in food and medical reflecting demand changes 
during COVID.



The Current Economy

All benchmark rates fall to 
historic lows, reducing 
borrowing costs to historic 
lows, as well as savings rates 
to near zero levels.

http://fred.stlouisfed.org/graph/?g=tAVu


The Current Economy

Mortgage rates continued 
to decline to historic lows 
again, with 30 year rates 
near 3%, and 15 year rates 
near 2.5%.

http://fred.stlouisfed.org/graph/?g=tBM6


The Current Economy

The S&P falls over 30% 
virtually overnight, but has 
since rebounded back to 
near end of year 2019 
valuations.

http://fred.stlouisfed.org/graph/?g=tAvC


The Current Economy

The DOW falls nearly 40%, 
but also has since 
rebounded back to near 
end of year 2019 
valuations.

http://fred.stlouisfed.org/graph/?g=tAvE


The Current Economy

Considering the recent 
freefall and partial 
recovery in valuations, the 
S&P is still 8% higher than 
one year ago, and the 
DOW is almost equal to a 
year ago.

http://fred.stlouisfed.org/graph/?g=tAZf


The Current Economy

FOMC forecasted rates 
remain flat through 2022, 
with GDP rebounding 
from negative levels in 
2020 and returning to 
more normal levels in 
2022. Unemployment is 
forecasted to return near 
prerecession levels in 
2022.

2022 GDP Range forecast:2%-6%

2022 Unemployment Range: 4%-8%

2022 Inflation Range: 1.4%-2.2%



So The Positives Are

• Interest rates fall to historic lows, which has allowed most 
homeowners to refinance mortgages again, but for those with 
bank deposits, savings rates have also declined.

• The stock markets remains optimistic that a solution for COVID 
will happen, and the economy will get back on track.

• The FED provided its forecast indicating significant 
improvements in 2021’s metrics, but a continuation of low 
interest rates through 2022.



The Current Economy

In Summary

The U.S economy will rebound from its current economic 
recession months. But the recovery will take all of 2021 and 
most of 2022, and is dependent upon the outcome of two 
events, the outcomes of the Pandemic and possibly the 
upcoming Presidential election. Interest rates will likely 
remain range bound at a low level until economic recovery is 
clearly established, and even then, policy makers will be slow 
to move rates up so as not to jeopardize activity.



STATE OF THE 
BANKING 
INDUSTRY 



Banking Industry Outlook

The decline in banks 
reporting earnings gains 
correlates with the low 
rate environment.



Banking Industry Outlook

ROA has eroded in 
the last several years 
after the initial 
benefit of the tax cut 
and lower asset 
yields.

.38%



Banking Industry Outlook

NIM has trended downward due 
to a combination of lower 
reinvestment yields and the 
inability to reduce deposit rates 
commensurately.



Banking Industry Outlook

Current asset yields will begin 
to reflect dilution from low rate 
PPP loans (1%), net any fees. In 
addition,  the impact of a yield 
curve that is flat to inverted 
through 10 years and rapid 
prepayment will only 
exacerbate current yields.



Banking Industry Outlook

Current funding costs have 
declined, especially at larger 
banks and are likely to drop 
further to protect NIM. They 
also reflect less upward rate 
pressure given the absence of 
loan demand.



Banking Industry Outlook

Non-interest expenses have 
risen as a % of net revenue 
which is common in the first 
quarter. The depressing 
effect of low rates will 
reduce revenues while 
expenses remain fixed or 
rising. Loan loss provisions 
will remain elevated once 
government relief subsides.

63.1%

32.8%

25.8%



Banking Industry Outlook

Larger bank efficiency ratios 
reflect economies of scale, 
and as publicly traded 
companies, they tend to 
respond more quickly to 
reduce expenses during times 
of earnings stress.

68%

58%



Banking Industry Outlook

Capital ratios will fall in 
response to asset growth 
driven by a deposit surge and 
funding of PPP loans and 
draws on lines of credit, 
coupled with higher provisions 
for expected credit losses. 
Compared to pre-Great 
Recession levels, capital is 
higher now as we enter this 
economic crisis.

14.3%
12.9%

10.4%

9.4%



Banking Industry Outlook

C&I loans have spiked higher 
due to credit line advances to 
maintain higher cash positions. 
Consumer loan demand has 
been muted due to declining 
confidence in light of pandemic 
and job losses.

CRE: 5.1%

C&I: 15.4%

Residential RE: 2.3%

Consumer: 3.9%

Overall  Loan 8.0%



Banking Industry Outlook

Deposits have surged, 
particularly DDA and other 
liquid interest-bearing 
deposits. Time deposits have 
declined as consumers and 
businesses value access to 
funds in times of uncertainty.

14.5%

18.9%

(2.4%)



Banking Industry Outlook

Asset quality has improved 
markedly since 2010; however, 
this trend is likely to reverse as 
many banks entered in loan 
modifications in light of COVID-
19 and will be dealing with 
delinquency and defaults in 
the quarters ahead as the 
economic damage is clearer.

.93%

.55%



Banking Industry Outlook
In Summary

The U.S. Banking industry faces a number of challenges for 
the remainder of 2020 and 2021, including:

• Prolonged period of low interest rates/reinvestment
• Deteriorating economic activity and asset quality
• Operating expense rationalization and IT investment
• Sustainability of deposit surge liquidity
• Potential unknown regulatory response



What’s Ahead 
for the Banking Industry?

Coming Economic, Financial, and Operational Challenges

• Political and Economic Uncertainty

• Loan Concentration Risk and Loan Quality Issues

• Effective Capital Planning and Stress Testing

• Product and Service Delivery Model-Post Covid, i.e., staffing, digital 
platforms and cybersecurity

• Asset Liability Management-Protecting your NIM, liquidity 
sustainability

• Regulatory Response - Post Initial Covid Reaction



Strategic Considerations

Even with all the uncertainty facing the banking industry, bankers 
cannot stop being strategic. Bankers need to think about the 
following issues:

• SURVIVE: Does my bank take a “survive” path? Hunker down and focus on 
limited internal growth and cost efficiencies while improving policy, 
procedures, and management? (“I want to be a much better bank by 2022, 
so 2021 is a year of organizational improvement.”)

• THRIVE: Does my bank take a “thrive” path? There will be opportunities, 
both internal (e.g., targeted loan opportunities in neglected markets) and 
external (e.g., acquisitions or lift outs), that will make 2021 a year of 
transformation. (“I am going to be strategically aggressive and look for 
opportunities while other institutions remain more inward focused.”



SOME 
RECOMMENDED 

ACTIONS

• Strategic Plan reassessment with capital plan 
update

• Stress testing of loan and portfolios
• ALLL adequacy review
• Work out readiness review 
• Multi-year earnings re-forecast with various 

stressed scenarios
• Operational efficiency analysis in a remote 

environment
• BCP assessment and update
• Pandemic documentation review 
• Succession plan and talent assessment
• Regulatory exam preparedness



A Tale of Two Banks

A SURVIVE STORY A THRIVE STORY

Bank: $400mm Community Bank
Time Period: Great Recession
Challenge: Regulatory orders
Strengths: Good relationship and CRE lender
Weaknesses: Overly centralized decision making. 
Deficient credit risk management policies, procedures. 
Concentration of speculative CRE loans with high LTVs 
and limited cash flow.  Poor accounting for troubled debt. 
Decision: Augment management, recognize losses, 
workout troubled loans, stop new business, serve existing 
clients, improve risk management policies and 
procedures, prepare and implement Order based 
Strategic Plan.
Result: Over next 2+ years, followed regulatory Orders, 
which led to improved performance and eventual sale of 
institution at a premium price.

Bank: $900mm Community Bank
Time Period: Great Recession 
Challenge: To grow or not to grow?
Strengths: Strong capital base and trust operation
Weaknesses: Low commercial loan levels and growth 
rate
Decision: Take an opportunistic approach and pursue C&I 
team lift out
Result: Addition of a C&I team from a recently acquired 
C&I bank. Result: 100% increase in C&I balances. Raised 
more capital to support growth.



CLOSING
THOUGHTS

• We are in a time of high uncertainty economically, 
and with a strong likelihood that bank performance 
will get worse before it gets better, but there are 
actions you can and should take now to prepare your 
institution.

• You don’t have to Survive OR Thrive - different 
circumstances call for different approaches. It is a 
continuum, so it is important to be nimble.

• Focus on your existing strategic plan and capital 
needs, credit risk management policies and 
procedures, exam preparedness, operating efficiency 
and staffing needs and be prepared to take bold 
action when it’s called for.

• Strategy never stops! Plan, assess, adjust, plan, 
assess, adjust…



QUESTIONS
Please contact us at any time with additional questions

Jim Adkins: jadkins@Artisan-Advisors.com
Jeff Voss: jvoss@Artisan-Advisors.com
John Hecht: jhecht@Artisan-Advisors.com

mailto:jadkins@Artisan-Advisors.com
mailto:jvoss@Artisan-Advisors.com
mailto:jhecht@Artisan-Advisors.com


Thank you for attending today’s webinar!

Join us for these upcoming webinars in the 
“Survive or Thrive” Series:

www.artisan-advisors.com

Thursday, September 24th
The Strategic Planning Process during a Downturn

Thursday, October 29th
So You Think You Are Ready?

Thursday, December 3rd
We Just Elected a President. What Does That Mean For Your Institution?


